Abstract -Vehicular Delay-Tolerant Networks (VDTNs) are characterized by high node mobility, intermittent connectivity, and short contact durations. Such factors cause incomplete transmissions and the waste of link capacity. To address these issues, this paper explores the use of node localization in VDTNs. The exchange of signaling information related to nodes' real-time location, current trajectory, velocity, and transmit range allows a Contact Prediction Algorithm to estimate contact durations. This information can be used in conjunction with additional signaling information (e.g. link data rate), to determine the maximum number of bytes that can be transmitted during contact opportunities. A Contact Duration Scheduling Policy can use this information to prevent incomplete transmissions, while increasing the number of successfully relayed bundles and improving data link utilization. Through a simulation study, we investigate the benefits of introducing the concept of node localization, and evaluate the performance of the proposed Contact Prediction Algorithm and Contact Duration Scheduling Policy. We demonstrate the gains introduced by this approach in comparison with an environment where VDTN nodes have no access to localization information.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicular delay-tolerant networks (VDTNs) [1] are a promising technology for vehicular communications. In VDTNs, the movement of vehicles and their bundle relaying service is used to enable network connectivity under unreliable conditions, creating application scenarios for nonreal time services.
VDTNs are based on the delay-tolerant networking (DTN) paradigm [2] . Nevertheless, VDTN is a new proposal with a layered architecture that assumes the separation between the control and the data planes [1] . The control plane is responsible for signaling and resources reservation. To perform these tasks, it exchanges control information related to network nodes' type, energy and buffer constraints, supported link technologies, data rates, and transmit ranges. The control plane uses this information for data plane setup, activation, control, and deactivation, in order to optimize data bundle transmission, performed at the data plane level.
In addition, signaling information can be carried out-of-band using a low-powered, long-range, low bandwidth link. Whereas data bundles can be exchanged using a high-powered, short-range, and high bandwidth link connection. The separation between control and data planes allows both planes to evolve independently. New specifications, functions and activities can be deployed at one of these planes, without having to change the other one. This work builds on these concepts to address the problems of transmitting data bundles over short-lived links, which are well known characteristic of VDTNs due to high node mobility, intermittent connectivity, low node density and opportunistic contacts.
The paper proposes a new important function at the control plane, named node localization. It allows network nodes to exchange control information related to their geographical location, current path and velocity. In this sense, a Contact Prediction algorithm (CP) to estimate contact durations, predicting the maximum number of bytes that is possible to transmit at contact opportunities is proposed. Furthermore, a Contact Duration scheduling policy (CD) is also presented. This policy selects the data bundles (for transmission) that do not exceed the number of bytes indicated by the Contact Prediction Algorithm.
To evaluate the impact of node localization on the overall network performance, a set of metrics is considered. In this regard, data plane link bandwidth utilization, bundles delivery ratio, and bundles average delay are studied.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II identifies the problem and presents our contribution based on real-time node localization. Section III describes our approach focusing on a contact prediction algorithm and contact duration scheduling policy. Its performance evaluation, presenting the simulation scenario and results analysis, is discussed in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper and points out future research directions. Figure 1 . We assume that reactive fragmentation [3] is not allowed. Hence, the partially transferred bundles are discarded, causing the waste of data link capacity and of energy resources. The main idea to solve this problem can be described as follows. Assuming that network nodes have access to information about their real-time geographical location, current path and velocity, the objective is to exchange this information as signaling data and use it to predict the contact period between nodes. It defines the beginning and end times of nodes' contact. Contact duration can also be used in conjunction with information about the data link bandwidth, to determine the maximum number of bytes that can be transmitted during a contact opportunity.
Intuitively, the access to this information allows the improvement and optimization of bandwidth utilization in the data plane connections increasing the number of successfully relayed data bundles. This contributes to enlarge bundles delivery probability and decrease bundles average delay. Next section describes this proposal in detail.
III. CONTACT PREDICTION ALGORITHM AND CONTACT DURATION SCHEDULING POLICY
The proposal of a contact prediction algorithm (CP) assumes that network nodes have access to a location service based on position information derived using global positioning system (GPS) or other similar system. It also introduces the following new node attributes to be included on control messages: realtime geographical location, current path, and instant velocity.
The CP algorithm uses this additional signaling data in conjunction with map information to predict the topology holes without connectivity that might exist due to the spatial constraints of node movement. CP estimates the period of time where nodes will be able to exchange data bundles. It is defined as the contact duration time between nodes. Based on this information and the link data rate (data plane), the estimation of the maximum number of bytes that can be transmitted during a contact opportunity is obtained. Again, using this maximum number of bytes that can be transmitted in conjunction with the remaining signaling information, enables the decision module (shown in Figure 2 ) to determine whether to ignore or accept the contact opportunity. This contact opportunity may be ignored if nodes have energy or buffer constraints, or if the predicted contact duration is too short for a successful bundle transmission.
When the decision module accepts a contact opportunity, the control information is used to setup, activate, control and deactivate the data plane connection. The contact duration time is used to determine when the data link should be activated and deactivated. This contributes to reduce the power consumption of this high-powered and high bandwidth link. In order to improve the data link bandwidth utilization, a contact duration scheduling policy (CD) should be enforced. This policy selects the bundles to be forwarded at a contact opportunity using a double criterion. CD uses the information provided by the contact prediction algorithm to schedule (a set of) bundles whose size does not exceed the estimated maximum number of bytes that can be transmitted during a contact opportunity. In addition, bundles with longer remaining time-tolive (TTLs) are scheduled to be sent first, since this decreases their average delay while increasing their delivery ratio [4] . TTL is a timeout value that, when expires, expresses that bundles should be discarded from nodes' buffers, since they are no longer meaningful. In cases of buffer overflow, a lifetimebased drop policy discards the bundles with lowest remaining TTLs first. Figure 3 illustrates the operation principle of CD and lifetime-based drop policies. As may be observed, during a contact opportunity, the network node uses the predicted contact duration to decide to transfer the bundle with a remaining TTL of 42 minutes instead of the bundle with 47 minutes. It takes into account the bundle size, where the scheduling of the bundle with 47 minutes would result in an incomplete data transmission and in its discarding at the receiving node. The remaining contact duration is insufficient for scheduling another bundle. Figure 4 briefly illustrates the relations between the above concepts. While moving along its path, a mobile node (e.g. a vehicle) uses its control plane connection to detect the presence of another network node and to discover its characteristics. The mobile node receives the information that the peer node is a stationary relay node. Relay nodes are fixed devices located at road intersections that increase the number of contact opportunities and the message delivery probability, as shown in [5, 6] . Furthermore, the exchanged control information related to nodes' localization allows these nodes to determine the period of time where their data plane should be in the active state and what data bundles should be transmitted. A connection between two mobile nodes or any other type of VDTN nodes follows the same process. 
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section studies the effect of node localization on the performance of a vehicular delay-tolerant network. The study is driven through simulation and a simulator based on the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator [7] was developed. The changes on ONE includes the implementation of the VDTN layered architecture model proposed in [1] and the construction of the above-described contact prediction (CP) algorithm and the contact duration (CD) scheduling policy.
We are particularly interested to evaluate the reliability and efficiency of the proposed contact prediction algorithm and to analyze the performance of a VDTN when the new contact duration scheduling policy is enforced. The performance metrics considered for the CP algorithm are the number of predicted contacts and the estimated contact duration. The CD policy is evaluated in terms of aborted bundles transmission, bundle delivery probability, bundle average delay, and routing protocol overhead ratio.
Next subsections describe the simulation scenario and the corresponding results analysis.
A. Network Setup
The simulation scenario assumes the simulation of a period of 12 hours (e.g., from 8:00 to 20:00). We consider 40 vehicles moving on roads of a map-based model of Helsinki downtown area shown in Figure 5 . Vehicles have a 100 Mbytes message buffer. They move between random locations with random pause times between 5 and 15 minutes. To create scenarios with different contact durations, vehicles' speed changes between 20, 30, 40, and 50 km/h, across the simulations. A set of 5 stationary relay nodes was placed at road intersections, each one with a 500 Mbytes message buffer (identified in Figure 5 Data bundles have random source and destination vehicles, and a time-to-live (TTL) of 60 minutes. They are discarded when buffer congestion occurs or TTL expires. Network nodes exchange signaling information (out-of-band), using a link connection with an omni-directional transmission range of 90 meters. Data bundles are transmitted through a link with a data rate of 6 Mbps and an omni-directional transmission range of 30 meters (using the standard IEEE 802.11b).
Spray and Wait [8] (binary variant) is used as the underlying DTN bundle routing scheme. Spray and Wait creates a number of copies N to be transmitted ("sprayed") per message (assuming 12, in this study). Any node A that has more than 1 message copies and encounters any other node B that does not have a copy, forwards to B N/2 message copies and keeps the rest of the messages. A node with 1 copy left, only forwards it to the final destination.
B. Performance Analysis of Contact Prediction Algorithm
The performance analysis starts with evaluation of the behavior of the contact prediction algorithm (CP). As may be observed in Figure 6 , the current version of CP algorithm is not able to provide a prediction for all contacts registered during the simulation period. In fact, there are some contact opportunities whose duration cannot be predicted, such as the case where a mobile node stops in the range of another stopped mobile node or in the range of a stationary relay node. We assume that, in such cases, it is not possible to estimate contact duration. Therefore, in these special cases, contact duration (CD) scheduling policy will only apply the TTL criterion to decide the order of bundles to be forwarded at that contact opportunity, possibly resulting in aborted bundle transmissions. This will be discussed in next subsection.
Furthermore, it can also be concluded that CP algorithm presents approximately the same difference between the average number of registered contacts and the average number of successful predicted contacts, irrespective of vehicles speed. In respect to the accuracy of contact duration estimation, Figure 7 shows that there is a very slight difference between the CP predicted average contact duration and the real average contact duration (registered at the end of contact opportunities by the simulator).
As expected, Figures 6 and 7 also show that raising the vehicles velocity increases the average number of contacts registered between network nodes and, at the same time, decreases the average contact duration. 
C. Performance Analysis of Contact Duration Scheduling Policy
In this subsection, the performance of the contact duration (CD) scheduling policy is analyzed. In order to compare this approach, a FIFO scheduling policy (first-come, first-served basis) with a "drop head" drop policy is used. These policies are enforced on Spray and Wait routing scheme.
The CD scheduling policy uses the predictions about contact durations (the maximum number of transferable bytes), provided per contact opportunity by CP and the information about bundles TTLs to decide what bundles should be forwarded. On the contrary, FIFO schedules messages based on the information about their receiving time (at nodes' buffers), irrespective of their size.
As expected, Figure 8 shows that the number of aborted bundle transmissions for FIFO policy is great than CD policy. Based of its working principle, FIFO is not able to avoid the problem of scheduling bundles whose size exceeds contact opportunities. A link can break during a bundle transfer resulting in an incomplete transmission. As a consequence, the partial bundle is discarded, wasting the link capacity.
As observed in the previous subsection, vehicles speed has a direct effect over the number of contacts registered during the simulation period and their measured duration. Figure 8 also allows concluding that increasing vehicles speed results in a worse performance for both scheduling policies. This is more evident for FIFO.
It is important to notice that difference between the results registered by these scheduling policies would be aggravated, if CP were able to provide a prediction for all contacts. Moreover, an accurate prediction about contact durations would allow CD to achieve an optimal behavior, preventing the occurrence of any aborted bundle transmission. As above-mentioned, CD policy improves data plane link utilization, increasing the number of successful bundle transmissions. Thus, network nodes store, carry, and forward more data bundles. This increases bundles probability to be successfully delivery to their final destination, as can be seen in Figure 9 . Again, CD outperforms FIFO scheduling policy. Their performance differences are related to the increase of vehicles speed and to the number of aborted bundles transmissions as shown in Figure 8 . Fig. 9 . Bundle delivery probability as function of vehicles speed for spray and wait routing scheme, using FIFO and CD scheduling policies.
Besides increasing bundle delivery probability, Figure 10 shows CD's additional criterion of scheduling and dropping bundles based on their remaining TTL, resulting in a decrease of the message average delay, when compared to FIFO. While FIFO policy maintains approximately the same average delay independently of the vehicles speed, CD average delay decreased. Figure 11 shows the overhead ratio registered for Spray and Wait routing scheme, when the two scheduling policies were enforced. Overhead ratio can be defined as one measure of bandwidth efficiency of the routing protocol, since it determines how many extra successful bundle transfers were needed for each bundle delivery. As may be seen in this figure, CD scheduling policy also outperforms the traditional FIFO service discipline. FIFO larger overhead ratio will also increase contention for resources in the network (e.g. buffer and bandwidth). Moreover, the differences between overhead ratios registered for these policies were not aggravated when vehicles speed increased.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper addressed the use of node localization information in vehicular delay-tolerant networks (VDTN). The motivation for this work comes from the need to be able to predict contact durations between network nodes, in order to cope up with short-lived links, avoiding incomplete bundle transmissions. To this effect, a contact prediction (CP) algorithm and a contact duration (CD) scheduling policy were proposed. The CP algorithm processes localization-signaling data to predict contact duration while the CD policy uses information about contact duration to determine which bundles should be transmitted during a data exchange session between nodes. The impact study of these approaches on the performance of VDTNs was conducted by simulation and good results were obtained.
For the future work, we intend to focus on the use of contact duration information to enable proactive bundle fragmentation.
